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Enchanting Evening
Piasan at Kayumanis

The Sky is The Limit
Settimo Cielo

VENUE COPY

NOW FOR SALE NATIONWIDE
BOOKSBEYOND

Romantic
GOURMET
GETAWAYS

IDR 35,000 | AUD 3.70 | EUR 2.70
Day Spa Delight

Head to the hinterland for a lush and languid getaway at the stunning Maya Ubud Resort, set amidst steep forest brimming with banana trees, bamboo and palm groves. Famed for its exotic sensory journeys, a spa session at Maya Spa is perfectly complemented with a nutritious and tasty lunch at the River Café. Thankfully you don’t need to stay here to get a taste of the tropical healing vibe, as outside guests can sign up for a variety of spa packages. We recommend the ‘Day at Maya,’ which includes a yoga session in an open-sided pavilion overlooking the tropical gorge, a walk in the rice paddies, relaxing Balinese massage, a facial or body scrub, and a herbal bath in the riverside spa. It also includes a cooking class featuring easy to prepare Balinese and Indonesian dishes.

www.mayaresorts.com

Jungle Story

With a divinely situated infinity pool clinging to a gully surrounded by rainforest, Jungle Fish is a magical place to relax for a day. Stretch out on a deck chair and sip a Mango and Coconut Mojito while listening to the sounds of the forest and the fast flowing river sweeping through the gorge. The innovative menu includes modern Mediterranean dishes infused with a touch of exotic Asian flavour; think fragrant Grilled Octopus boiled with star anise, lemongrass and galangal then grilled with Pernod, lemon and oregano. You can also find favourites such as Greek-style dips and wraps. The Rp 150,000.00 cover charge is fully credited towards food.

www.junglefishbali.com

Beach Club Bliss

A long time favourite with those in the know, Karma Beach Bali is a stunning beach hideaway accessed by inclinator that inches down the cliffs on Bali’s southern coast. Balearic beats, a rustic-chic beach pavilion, gourmet cuisine and bespoke cocktails await in this hedonistic slice of Bali paradise.

www.karmagroup.com